Rothrock Woods
DMAP ID #3426

*This map is not a survey and should not be construed as one.
Rothrock Woods (Mifflin County)

Location: Rothrock Woods is 109.31 acres of forested land and is surrounded by the Rothrock and Bald Eagle State Forests in Mifflin County. It is open to public hunting in cooperation with the Pennsylvania Game Commission, DMAP ID #3426

Directions: From the intersection of U.S Route 220 in State College, take U.S. Route 322 for 18.4 miles and turn right onto the unmarked road leading into Bald Eagle State Forest. This is just before reaching the Laurel Creek Reservoir and Dam on view at the left. Park anywhere along the unmarked road. There is no direct or formal access into the preserve, cross state forest land on foot to reach. Approximate parking located at (40.732701, -77.637042).

This property is enrolled in the Deer Management Assistance Program. (DMAP) DMAP is operated by the Pennsylvania Game Commission. Their website is https://www.pgc.pa.gov

For more information and questions call 570-643-7922 or www.nature.org/pahunting